The Jesuit Post: Curriculum Guide

What is The Jesuit Post?

The Jesuit Post (TJP) offers a Jesuit, Catholic perspective on the contemporary world. We aim to show that faith is relevant to today’s culture and that God is already at work in it. Our work focuses on both sacred and secular issues because we are convinced that God’s does too.

Our guiding principle springs from the Spiritual Exercises of St. Ignatius of Loyola: write “as one friend speaks to another.” We write as we would speak to others in Jesuit community: funny while still serious, deeply profound and yet light and accessible.

TJP is a project of Jesuits in formation. Nearly all of the contributors are not-yet-ordained Jesuits or Jesuit brothers studying theology or philosophy, or working in our Jesuit ministries. Several recently ordained Jesuits also contribute to our work. On the whole, about 40 Jesuits are currently involved in the project.

In addition to the website, TJP maintains a very active social media presence. We try to contribute to the web’s best conversations about faith and culture — whether it touches on politics, theology, Church news, debates about belief and secularity, or really anything else.

We are published by America Media, the home of America Magazine. Please feel free to contact us at editors@thejesuitpost.org.

How to use this Curriculum Guide

This curriculum guide includes articles and videos published by TJP and organized by theme. We hope you find this content helpful in classrooms, for retreats, for faculty formation, or however else you might use it.

The themes are organized in alphabetical order with articles listed according to the date published with the most recently published at the top (except for series listed in order).
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Addiction

*Waking Up to an Epidemic* by Jim Kennedy, SJ (9/19/2018)

*When I Drink* by Damian Torres-Botello, SJ (7/19/2017)

*Catholic Writing Today: Mary Karr* by Timothy O’Brien, SJ (2/13/2014)

Climate Change and the Environment

*A Catholic Case for Carbon Tax* by Daniel Mascarenhas, SJ (7/20/2020)

*On Earth Day, My Grandma’s Dream Reminds Me to Let God Be the Gardner* by Kevin Kuehl (4/22/2020)

*How Has Laudato Si’ Changed Your Life?* by Daniel Mascarenhas, SJ (5/24/2019)


*Air Conditioning: A Luxury We Can’t Afford* by Brian Strassburger, SJ (7/10/2017)

*The UN, the Church & Climate Change* by Henry Longbottom, SJ (11/28/2015)

*Happy Earth Day* by John Shea, SJ (4/22/2013)

Church Teaching

*The Politics of Pope Francis: Fratelli Tutti’s Message of Hope* by Doug Jones, SJ (10/19/2020)

*An Overview of Fratelli Tutti* by Brendan Gottschall, SJ (10/5/2020)

*An Overview of “Querida Amazonia”* by Brendan Gottschall, SJ (2/18/2020)

*The Amazon Synod: Laudato si’ in Action* by Taylor Fulkerson, SJ (10/4/2019)

*Reflections from the Youth Synod: God is Not Digital* by Billy Critchley-Menor, SJ (10/19/2018)


*Mary: Mother of the Church* by David Kiblinger, SJ (11/9/2017)

*An Overview of Amoris Laetitia* by Bill McCormick, SJ (4/8/2016)

*10 Inspiring Quotes from Amoris Laetitia* by Michael Rossmann, SJ (4/8/2016)

*Overview of Laudato Si* by Henry Longbottom, SJ (7/18/2015)

“Catholic 101” Series

*Catholic 101: Planning a Catholic Baptism* by Danny Gustafson, SJ (9/4/2020)

*Catholic 101: Church Teaching and the Anti-Racism Movement* by Chris Kellerman, SJ (7/30/2020)

*Catholic 101: What is the Creed?* by Brian Strassburger, SJ (7/1/2020)

*Catholic 101: Praying the Our Father* by Michael Rossmann, SJ (11/21/2019)

*Catholic 101: Intro to the Liturgy of the Hours* by Jason Downer, SJ (7/18/2019)

*Catholic 101: Planning a Catholic Wedding* by Matt Stewart, SJ (6/28/2019)
Coronavirus Pandemic and Response

Learning From Our Mistakes: 3 Lessons the HIV/AIDS Pandemic Can Teach Us About COVID by Brian Strassburger, SJ (12/1/2020)
What I Missed the Most in Quarantine by Jake Braithwaite, SJ (9/16/2020)
Wearing a Mask is an Act of Love and Justice by Patrick Saint-Jean, SJ (9/14/2020)
When COVID Canceled My Plans, God Showed Up in A Scarf by Jake Braithwaite, SJ (8/5/2020)
5 Rules for Discerning Whether to Go to Mass in a Pandemic by Brendan Gottschall, SJ (7/13/2020)
What God Promises During a Pandemic: My Month at the Pope Francis Center by Jake Braithwaite, SJ (6/24/2020)
Getting Married in a Pandemic Calls You to "See the Unseen" by Billy Critchley-Menor (5/20/2020)
I Used to Hate ‘Standing Room Only’ Masses, Now I Want It More Than Ever by Eric Immel, SJ (4/29/2020)
Coronavirus Isn’t Everywhere. God is. By Brendan Gottschall (3/31/2020)
A Religious’ Letter to Quarantined Catholics by John Guerra, SJ (3/26/2020)
Contemplation in Quarantine by Ryan Birjoo, SJ (3/19/2020)

Education

Teach Them How to Pray Goodbye by Jason Downer, SJ (5/15/2018)
On Commencement Protests by Dan Dixon, SJ (5/23/2017)
Toward a Better Culture of Sex on Campus by Brendan Gottschall, SJ (5/18/2017)
Education in America: What We Agree to Ignore by Dan Dixon, SJ (6/9/2016)
7.5 Tips to Survive and Thrive in (a Jesuit) College by Timothy O'Brien, SJ (9/9/2015)
Unsolicited Advice About Living on Campus by Jason Downer, SJ (8/14/2015)
It Takes a Community: Cristoy Rey & Carlos Belmont by Dan Dixon, SJ (4/13/2015)
The Right to Beautiful Things: Education as Transformation by Dan Dixon, SJ (1/8/2015)
The Dirtiest Word in Jesuit Higher Education by Brendan Busse, SJ (7/17/2014)
27.5 Signs You Went to a Catholic University by Michael Rossmann, SJ (1/13/2014)
The Jesuit Guide to Teaching: Advice for a New Teacher by Ryan Duns, SJ (8/14/2013)
A Jesuit Guide to Starting College by Ryan Duns, SJ (9/4/2012)

Ignatian Spirituality

Drawn into Friendship: An Interactive Art Retreat by Christopher Alt, SJ (5/27/2020)
Ignatian “Summer Soul” Workout Plan: Parts 1 & Part 2 by Mike Martinez, SJ (6/21/2019)
The Five Best Pieces of Jesuit Wisdom I’ve Ever Heard by James Martin, SJ (2/8/2012)
“Ask Iggy” Video Series

Ask Iggy: Top 7 Jesuit words and phrases (2/4/2020)
Ask Iggy: “What Does Magis Mean” (11/5/2019)
Ask Iggy: “Ignatian Discernment” (7/31/2019)
Ask Iggy: “Praying with the Examen” (3/6/2019)

“Seeking God: A Jesuit Retreat”: 6-Part Video Series

Seeking God: all talks available here (4/2020)
Seeking God: available on YouTube (4/2020)

Immigrants and Refugees

Anti-immigration sentiments aren’t leaving with Trump. What can we do about it? By Brian Strassburger, SJ (11/12/2020)
At the Mercy of ICE: Alex García’s Story by Ángel Flores Fontánez, SJ (9/21/2020)
DACA Supreme Court Decision: Uncertain Hope for Dreamers by Kevin Kuehl, SJ (6/22/2020)
What Can the Bishops Take From the Border Mass? by Jorge Roque, SJ (11/12/2019)
Immigration Reform: Moving from Prophecy to Policy by Daniel Mascarenhas, SJ (10/28/2019)
Should a Catholic Support Immigration Reform? by Brian Strassburger, SJ (10/11/2019)
Should A Catholic Support the Border Wall? by Daniel Mascarenhas, SJ (9/30/2019)
“God Didn’t Stop Being God:” Refugee Education Advocate Mireille Twayigira by Billy Critchley-Menor, SJ (2/22/2019)
“I Don’t Love My Country” by Jorge Roque, SJ (1/7/2019)
Sleeping at the Gate, Dying in the Desert by Lucas Sharma, SJ (8/10/2018)
Build the Wall by Brian Strassburger, SJ (4/23/2018)
Welcoming the Stranger: The Campaign for Hospitality by Brian Strassburger, SJ (12/11/2017)
Growing Up Undocumented by Uli Covarrubias, SJ (10/5/2017)
Learning to Rejoice with Refugees by Joe Simmons, SJ (12/15/2016)
Meet the Most Vulnerable: What We Can Learn from Refugees by Brian Strassburger, SJ (12/30/2015)

Mental Health

Mental Health Awareness Month: Why I Go to Therapy Now by Ken Homan, SJ (5/4/2020)
College Football, Mental Illness, and Us by Emanuel Werner (8/30/2019)
Three Jesuit Resolutions for Anxiety by Colten Biro (1/5/2018)
Mental Illness and a Football Icon by Emanuel Werner (10/28/2016)
Sudden Sadness and the World Around Me by Eric Immel, SJ (1/26/2016)
Getting Back What Anxiety Stole by Garrett Gundlach, SJ (11/18/2015)
Confessions of a Raging Extrovert by Matt Stewart, SJ (7/29/2013)
Race and Racism

**America, How Are the Children?** by Patrick Saint-Jean, SJ (8/31/2020)

**Antiracism is Not a Game** by Brendan Gottschall, SJ (8/25/2020)

**“Why do you have to make everything about race?”** by Ken Homan, SJ (6/23/2020)

**Juneteenth: A Day of Hope** by Patrick Saint-Jean, SJ (6/19/2020)


**Open Letter to a Friend Waking Up to Racism** by Ángel Flores Fontánez, SJ (6/4/2020)

**His name was George Floyd** by Ian Peoples, SJ (6/1/2020)

**After George Floyd’s Suffocation: A Litany for Oxygen from a Black Jesuit** by Patrick Saint-Jean, SJ (5/29/2020)

**The Catholic Church & Antiblackness: An Interview with Katie Grimes, Ph.D.** by Patrick Hyland, SJ (5/21/2020)

**5 Points for Racial Healing in Bishop Seitz’s Letter on Racism** by Ángel Flores Fontánez, SJ (11/25/2019)

**5 Signs of Hope in the Bishops’ Letter on Racism** by Ángel Flores Fontánez, SJ (3/11/2019)

**Everyone Wants to be Black (Until it’s Time to be Black)** by Henoch Derbew (5/30/2018)

**Racism as Soul Sickness: Interview with Bryan Massingale** by Bill McCormick (11/20/2017)

**I’m Not Welcome Here** by Lucas Sharma, SJ (8/15/2017)

**Sins of the Past and Hope for the Future** by Danny Gustafson (4/18/2017)

**Being Black in White America** by Lucas Sharma, SJ (2/2/2017)

**Dreams, Hope, and American Racism** by Lucas Sharma, SJ (1/16/2017)

**In Living Color: I Am Not Black** by Damian Torres-Botello, SJ (7/9/2016)

**Bey Came to Slay: Black Liberation at the Super Bowl Halftime Show** by Perry Petrich, SJ (2/11/2016)

**Confronting Inner Prejudices** by Lucas Sharma, SJ (4/20/2015)

**The 2nd Inauguration: Now Can We Say Racism Is Dead?** By Mario Powell, SJ (1/28/2013)

---

“**Know Justice, Know Peace: A Jesuit Antiracism Retreat**: 12-Part Video Series

**Know Justice, Know Peace**: all talks available here (8/2020)

**Know Justice, Know Peace**: also available on YouTube (8/2020)

---

Politics

**The Capitol Riot, Transactional Politics and Deals with the Devil** by Bill McCormick, SJ (1/8/2021)

**Letter to President Trump: Welcoming the Stranger** by Dan Finucane, SJ, and Kevin Kuehl, SJ (11/3/2020)

**Letter to Vice President Biden: Protecting the Unborn** by Dan Finucane, SJ, and Kevin Kuehl, SJ (11/3/2020)

**Do Your Research, Discern Your Vote, Stop Condemning Others**, by Alex Hale, SJ (9/24/2020)
The Common Good and Coronavirus: Time to Re-Think Politics? By Taylor Fulkerson, SJ (4/20/2020)
Finding Freedom in a Lockdown: The Common Good and Liberty Don’t Have to be at Odds by Matthew Briand, SJ (5/11/2020)
Was Qassem Soleimani’s Assassination Ethical? Catholic Social Teaching Can Help by Doug Jones (1/21/2020)
A Compassionate Conservative by Pierce Gibson, SJ (12/3/2018)
Conservative Case for Gun Control by Michael Mohr, SJ (2/26/2018)
How Trump Brings Us Together by Bill McCormick, SJ (2/1/2018)
A Tale of Two Churches: the Bishops and Religious Liberty by Bill McCormick, SJ (7/23/2017)
Why does the Left have a religion problem? By Bill McCormick, SJ (4/25/2017)
Do I Love Trump? By Brian Strassburger, SJ (2/20/2017)
The Wounded Church (and Part II) by Bill McCormick, SJ (11/28/2016)
Loving to Hate: Reflections on Anger in Public Discourse by Bill McCormick, SJ (4/25/2016)
Wrong About Trump by Danny Gustafson, SJ (3/3/2016)
Guadalupe: How to Make America Great Again by Brian Strassburger, SJ (12/12/2016)
My Fellow [Liberal] Americans: We’re Doing It Wrong by Joe Simmons, SJ (11/22/2016)
Politics and God, Part I: Catholic and Republican? By Bill McCormick, SJ (7/20/2016)
Politics and God, Part II: Catholic and Democrat? By Bill McCormick, SJ (7/27/2016)

Pop Culture
Poverty in Film: Hillbilly Elegy vs. Parasite by Brendan Gottschall, SJ (12/8/2020)
Netflix’s “The Social Dilemma” and Moral Relativism by Ian Peoples, SJ (10/9/2020)
“The Boys” and the Fight for Love by Jason McCreery, SJ (9/11/2020)
Chadwick Boseman Forever by Ángel Flores Fontánez, SJ (9/1/2020)
Taylor Swift’s “folklore” Made Me Feel All the Things, and it’s Just What I Needed by Eric Immel, SJ (7/28/2020)
Why You Should Watch “Just Mercy” by Jeff Ryan Miraflor, SJ (7/17/2020)
A Grace Too Powerful to Name: Forgiveness in Hamilton by Shane Liesegang, SJ (7/6/2020)
The stones would cry out: Andrea Bocelli’s Easter Concert by Ryan Birjoo, SJ (4/24/2020)
Adam, Christ, and the Tiger King by Ryan Birjoo, SJ (4/14/2020)
Walking with Christ Through Film by Ryan Birjoo, SJ (4/9/2020)
Music Videos on YouTube Have Helped My Prayer During This Pandemic by Eric Immel, SJ (4/3/2020)
Review: How “Parasite” Exposes our Modern Idolatry by Matthew Briand, SJ (1/31/2020)
Review: The Two Popes by Josef Rodriguez, SJ (12/27/2019)
Kanye’s Call to the King: Complicated and Controversial by Hunter D’Armond (11/4/2019)
Why We Need to Take the Joker Seriously by Sean Barry, SJ (10/24/2019)
“Unplanned” and a Better Abortion Debate by Bill McCormick, SJ (4/1/2019)
Lady Gaga: Missionary to the Marginalized by Emanuel Werner (12/20/2018)
“Baby It’s Cold Outside” in Hot Water by Matt Stewart, SJ (12/18/2018)
Chance the Rapper, Prophet by David Inczauskis, SJ (8/3/2018)
God’s Plan by Drake by David Inczauskis, SJ (4/27/2018)
The Making of “Silence” with James Martin Part I & Part II by TJP Editors (12/20/2016)
Lady Gaga the Theologian by Michael Rossmann, SJ (5/11/2016)
8 Ways Jesuits & Jedi Are Alike, and 3 Ways They’re Not by Jason Welle (12/18/2015)
Colbert, Suffering, and Gratitude by Juan Ruiz, SJ (8/28/2015)
Commercials with a Conscience? What Super Bowl Ads Say About Us by Joe Simmons, SJ (2/2/2015)

Post-College Life
“After College” Series
Teach Them How to Pray Goodbye by Jason Downer, SJ (5/15/2018)
Working Out After College by Ken Homan, SJ (5/21/2018)
Service After College by Brad Mills, SJ (6/12/2018)
Friends After College: It’s A Thing by Damain Torres-Botello, SJ (6/19/2018)

“Letters for the Weary” Series
Speaking of My Students by Steve Nicholson, SJ (7/17/2017)
The Roadblocks to Solidarity by Vinny Marchionni, SJ (7/25/2017)
Don’t Just Do Something, Stand There by Tim O’Brien, SJ (8/3/2017)
The Deep Dive of Cross-Cultural Immersion by Brian Strassburger, SJ (8/17/2017)
Come By Here, My Lord by Joshua Peters, SJ (9/5/2017)

Prayer
How to Celebrate Easter Triduum at Home by Louis Hotop, SJ (4/7/2020)
A Prayer on Martin Luther King Jr. Day: For the Grace to Boldly Work Towards Racial Justice by Erin Kast, SJ (1/20/2020)
A Thanksgiving Prayer When You Dread Going Home by Jake Braithwaite (11/27/2019)
A Prayer for our Government by Bill McCormick, SJ (11/6/2018)
Prayer for Healing for Victims of Abuse by TJP Editors (8/28/2018)
Praying During Tragedy by Bill McCormick, SJ (7/14/2016)
Angry Prayers (Parental Advisory: Explicit Language) by Brendan Busse, SJ (11/13/2012)
A Thanksgiving Prayer for Everyone by James Martin, SJ (11/22/2012)
A New Serenity Prayer by James Martin, SJ (11/9/2012)
Saints

“One-Minute Saints” Video Series (by feast day)


July 31  St. Ignatius of Loyola: A Saint for the Grateful by Brian Strassburger, SJ (7/31/2020)

August 18  St. Alberto Hurtado: A Saint for Busy People by Michael Rossmann, SJ (8/18/2018)

September 5  St. Mother Teresa: A Saint for the Poorest of the Poor by Brian Strassburger, SJ (9/5/2020)

October 16  St. Margaret Mary Alacoque: Saint of the Sacred Heart by Joe Laramie, SJ (10/16/2020)

October 19  St. Isaac Jogues: A Saint for Those Who Have Been Knocked Down by Life by Michael Rossmann, SJ (10/19/2020)

October 31  St. Alphonsus Rodriguez: Welcoming All as Christ by Ken Homan, SJ (10/31/2020)

December 3  St. Francis Xavier: A Saint and a Friend by Ian Peoples, SJ (12/3/2020)

Sexuality

When It Comes to Civil Unions, Pope Francis Meant What He Said, but That Might Not Be What You Think by Josef Rodriguez, SJ (10/27/2020)

“Boy Erased,” Conversion Therapy, and the Catholic Church by Chris Williams, SJ (11/16/2018)

A Beautiful Bond: Argentinian Nun Ministers to Transgender Women by Billy Critchley-Menor, SJ (8/1/2018)


Sam Smith's Homosexuality and the Catholic Church by Chris Williams, SJ (12/21/2017)

Bridging Truth and Love: An Interview with James Martin, SJ (and Part II) by Bill McCormick, SJ (7/24/2017)

How to Be All of Me by Damian Torres-Botello, SJ (5/17/2017)

Social Justice

2020 was the Year of Big Capital. With St. Joseph, Let’s Make 2021 the Year of The Worker by David Inczauskis, SJ (1/5/2021)

Pope Francis and the Inclusive Capitalists: Making Friends with Dishonest Wealth? By Brendan Gottschall, SJ (12/14/2020)

Police Brutality and the Just War by Jason McCreery, SJ (6/5/2020)

A Young Jesuit Reflects on 50 Years of Social Justice by Matt Ippel, SJ (12/3/2019)

Student or Employee? By Ken Homan, SJ (4/8/2019)
How Do You Feed a Million Children? by Ian Peoples, SJ (3/7/2019)
On the Abuse Crisis by TJP Editors (8/20/2018)
A Survivor’s Perspective: Sexual Abuse in the Church by Billy Critchley-Menor, SJ (11/2/2018)
A Brief History of Romero’s Canonization by Taylor Fulkerson, SJ (10/15/2018)
Thoughts and Prayers or Action? By Damian Torres-Botello, SJ (4/25/2018)
The Jesuit Martyrs of El Salvador: Lessons to the Faithful by Brian Strassburger, SJ (11/16/2017)
#MeToo by Ken Homan, SJ (10/23/2017)
Putting a Human Face on Capital Punishment by Michael Rossmann, SJ (3/21/2016)
An Inconvenient Faith: Ruined for Life by Eric Immel, SJ (5/5/2015)

Spirituality
For the Love of a Patient After My Own Heart by Adam Bohan, SJ (1/6/2021)
This Advent I’m Thinking About Death by Eric Immel, SJ (12/2/2020)
Did You Know? It’s OK to Curse in Prayer by Jake Braithwaite, SJ (10/28/2020)
Did You Know? Boring Prayer is Good Prayer by Billy Critchley-Menor, SJ (9/23/2020)
Sometimes I Wonder, What If the Bread Changes but We Don’t? By Christopher Alt, SJ (8/19/2020)
Struggling with Live-Stream? A Different Way to Have Liturgy at Home by Brian Strassburger, SJ (4/17/2020)
When I’m Anxious, Worried, and Uncertain I Pray, and Here is My Prayer by Damian Torres-Botello, SJ (4/1/2020)
Every Lent I Think of This Native American Parable: Do Not Forget Who You Are! by Christopher Alt, SJ (3/4/2020)
A Not-So-Radical Proposal for Your Lenten Season: Do Nothing by Jake Braithwaite, SJ (2/19/2020)
To Change You Have to Feel Both the Push of Discomfort and the Pull of Hope by Christopher Alt, SJ (1/22/2020)
This Is Why I Dare to Pray by Billy Critchley-Menor (1/15/2020)
I Love Jesus But Sometimes I Can’t Stand Other Christians by Dan Finucane, SJ (12/11/2019)
A Grief Observed (Without God) by Jorge Roque, SJ (8/5/2019)
On Being Exhausted by Eric Immel, SJ (10/19/2017)
I Want You Back: On Asking for Forgiveness by Eric Immel, SJ (5/31/2017)
Call and (Delayed) Response by Eric Immel, SJ (5/23/2017)
A Change Gonna Come by Damian Torres-Botello, SJ (11/16/2016)
The Present Pain of My Past by Damian Torres-Botello, SJ (10/12/2016)
Ignatian Yoga by Bobby Karle, SJ (10/6/2016)
Eat, Pray, Doubt: Temptation and the Call to Love by Eric Immel, SJ (7/14/2015)
Like A Prayer by Damian Torres-Botello, SJ (7/7/2015)
With Scars and All by Eric Immel, SJ (4/7/2015)
Born in Love: On Advent and Adoption by Eric Immel, SJ (12/16/2014)
On Love and Dignity and Dying by Jason Welle (10/16/2014)

Sports
Goals Set the World on Fire: Messi Nets 644 by Ian Peoples, SJ (12/31/2020)
Soccer, VAR, and Theories of Truth by Ian Peoples, SJ (11/20/2020)
You’ll Never Walk Alone: Liverpool Wins the Premier League by Ian Peoples, SJ (7/3/2020)
Michael Jordan and the Quest for Greatness by Hunter D’Armond, SJ (4/28/2020)
Those Cheating Astros: Stealing Way More Than Signs by Matt Stewart, SJ (1/17/2020)
United We Stand: Rapinoe, the White House, and World Cup Glory by Ian Peoples, SJ (7/5/2019)
Tiger Woods’ Comeback Is Not a Redemption Story by Brian Strassburger, SJ (4/18/2019)
7 Ways that Opening Day of Baseball is like Easter by Sean Barry, SJ (3/28/2019)
On Patriotism, Protest, and Prayer by Dan Everson, SJ (9/19/2016)
Abandoning Football Just in Time for the Super Bowl by Ken Homan, SJ (2/4/2016)
Baseball, Technology, and Humanity by Matt Stewart, SJ (10/12/2015)
Sports Hate by Brian Strassburger, SJ (6/9/2014)

Technology
Do You Have Netflix Syndrome? by Ian Peoples, SJ (3/6/2020)
What is Truth? Facebook and Twitter Can’t Decided by Brendan Gottschall, SJ (11/19/2019)
Automation: Machine against Man by Daniel Mascarenhas, SJ (11/30/2018)
Grow Up! Or Savor Your Youth? by Brendan Gottschall, SJ (9/25/2017)
Self-Driving Cars: The Good, the Bad & the Ugly by Brian Strassburger, SJ (5/22/2017)
Four Reasons NOT to Read This Article by Joe Simmons, SJ (2/13/2017)
Millennials Sure Do Love Their Internet...Right? by Joe Simmons, SJ (5/9/2016)
9 Short Tips to Balance Tech and Soul by Garrett Gundlach, SJ (10/22/2014)
Seven Deadly Sins in the Digital Age by Michael Rossmann, SJ (7/8/2014)
Drones or Moral Compass: What’s in Your Arsenal? by Mario Powell, SJ (3/4/2013)

“The Digital Church” Video Series
The Church Can’t Control the Internet by Michael Rossmann, SJ (7/3/2018)
A Church on the (Digital) Streets by Michael Rossmann, SJ (7/10/2018)
What Are We Waiting For? by Michael Rossmann, SJ (7/17/2018)
Survival of the Wittiest by Michael Rossmann, SJ (8/7/2018)
Women in the Church

Welcoming Communities with Leah Libresco by David Paternostro, SJ (9/17/2018)

Young Nun, Former Atheist Says: “Remember Your Death” by Billy Critchley-Menor, SJ (9/5/2018)


From Podcasts to Prayer: An Interview with Olga Segura by Brian Strassburger, SJ (6/4/2018)

Embodying Mercy: An Interview with Sister Norma Pimentel, MJ by Bill McCormick SJ (11/14/2016)

Worth Watching: A Real Sister Act by Brendan Busse, SJ (3/21/2014)

Vocations

How Other People Knew My Vocation Before Me by Sean Barry, SJ (12/3/2020)

Choosing to be a Jesuit Brother by Brent Gordon, SJ (11/30/2020)

From “I Love You” to “I Love You”: Learning to Love My Vocation by Chris Williams, SJ (11/25/2020)

How a Road Trip with a Retired Franciscan Led to a Jesuit Vocation by Tucker Redding, SJ (11/24/2020)

Women’s and Gender Studies is Integral to My Vocation by Michael Bachmeier, SJ (11/18/2020)

My Vocation Story is a Tale of a 20 Year Approach/Avoidance Conflict by Christopher Alt, SJ (11/11/2020)
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